
Stronger: 

D.E. field bins are guaranteed not to crumple while loading by using the heaviest wall 

section and base construction in the industry. These bins are also fitted with heavy duty 

2 tonne axles on single axle field bins with ‘New’ Landcruiser tires and rims, walking 

beam axles are on field bins over 50 tonne capacity for a much smoother ride and all 

bins are fitted with PTO slip clutches to protect the driveline.  

Faster more efficient: 

D.E. field bins use a large vibration free gearbox drive which runs smoother and faster  

(in excess of 450rpm) than traditional ‘double universal joints’ to shift more grain fast-

er, have the largest (weather tight) double opening doors for ease of filling and taller, 

steeper augers that fill trucks easily while being less likely to be damaged by grain 

trucks. 

Longer lasting:  

DE Field bin bases are guaranteed to last longer with ‘hot dipped’ galvanized pipe con-

struction and fully welded base sheets (not riveted). HDG galvanized pipe has 3 times 

more zinc coating than square tube that some manufacturers use. 

Innovative: 

DE Engineers offer many unique innovations not available on other bins, these include: 

Twin tow gearbox’s, rear tow hitches , manual auger choke plates, remote control elec-
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PRICES (AUGUST 2018) 

Prices subject to change without notice. 
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APPROX FIELD BIN CAPACITY OF WHEAT: 

 

    BUSHELS       M3         TONS   WALL HEIGHT  DIAMETER  TOTAL  HEIGHT   PRICE  INC GST                                                                                                                              

      1500-13”       55.8          45t             3.78m                  4.85m                  4.80              $18,950   $20,845 

      1500-15”       55.8          45t             3.78m                  4.85m                  4.80              $19,780   $21,758 

      2170-15”       79.3          63t    3.70m                  6.0m  4.85             $27,200   $29,920 

      2530-15”       92.0          74t             3.96m                  6.5m                    4.85              $34,500  $37950 

      3000-15”       109           87t             4.25m                  6.5m                    4.25              $35,250   $38,775 

 

 

NB/- Hydraulic wheel lift is standard on all bins. 

Field bins are available without roof and augers if necessary 

Twin Tow field bin drive system is approximately $7,000-$8,000 +gst 

 
                    

AUGER DIMENSIONS: 13” & 15” 

Height: 13’11” under auger, delivery rate of 13” auger is approximately 3.5-4 tons/ minute 

15” Auger can deliver up to 6.8 tons/minute. 

Hydraulic auger choke $1400+gst 

 

 

Nb/- many field bins are restricted to 350rpm by their manufacturer, our augers can be 

run in excess of 450rpm to deliver more grain, faster. 

 

FREIGHT CHARGES: (all pr ices +gst) 

Delivery charge: 2 Field bins @ $4.00/km  Escort @ $2.25/km  

 

DISCLAIMER –Continuous improvements to our product range may result in changes in 

design, price and or specifications may occur. Kasia Nominees Pty Ltd TA’s DE Engineers 

endeavor to provide accurate information however cannot accept responsibility for inadvert-

ent errors or omissions. 
 
 


